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.proficy version 8.6 serial noQ: Not getting expected output from
Iteration over Hash in Ruby Given the sample input from_user =

'abc' to_user = '123' # from_user = 'xyz' to_user = '4343' numbers
= { 'abc' => '123', 'xyz' => '4321', '123' => '1234', '4343' =>

'4321', '1234' => '4321', '4321' => '1234' } What i want to get from
the Hash is the longest sequence of from_user and to_user from
numbers. Expected Output : 1234 Currently, i'm doing it like this,

def longest_user_sequence(hash)
numbers[hash].each_with_object({}) { |k,v| v.merge(h[k]) } end But

i'm not getting the expected output,
longest_user_sequence(numbers) # => {"123"=>{"abc"=>"123"},

"4343"=>{"4343"=>"4321"}} Please help me out, as I'm new to
Ruby and this is really confusing me. A: If you just want to join

together the values from each key, Ruby's reduce method does this
just fine. longest_user_sequence(numbers).reduce(:+) # => "1234"
Tag Archive: thermos flask Coffee: The Other Plain Vanilla The other
day, I was doing some online research on coffee and came across

this video where a podcaster (probably the only podcaster who
cares about coffee) was trying to figure out why people don’t like

their coffee. It was an interesting observation. He used the
observation to assume that people who like their coffee don’t like
coffee. He claimed that people who don’t like coffee must have

terrible taste buds. Yes. Now, let’s do a little experiment. Go outside
and find a random tree in a park. Go inside your house and find a

container that you use for water. One of the things that is the same
in both containers is that they are made of plastic. What is the main
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WHAT IS "HIGHEST GRADE CODES" YOU SEE WHEN YOU TRY TO
DOWNLOAD GE PROFICY 8.5? Does a real sale of the software exist,
or is it only a "thanks for your time" explanation for you to share our

products? If it is the latter, please could you tell me what is the
utility of this service? A: Does a real sale of the software exist, or is

it only a "thanks for your time" explanation for you to share our
products? Yes, if you visit the Ge Proficy website, you will find a few
professional resources for purchase such as: Proficy 9.5 User Guide

(PDF) You will also find a Download section, however it does not
provide any download links, as described here: I think it was a very
good idea to introduce the website with this question, however this

is a naive question, please read through the solution (the link
provided by the question) and avoid questions that are very easy to
find online. The question is related to a different product, "Proficy
9.5" while the solution you are looking for is related to "Ge Proficy
Machine Edition 8.5". Just in case you want to find out whether the
solution is legit or not, I would suggest you to follow this link: Is this
a scam? - I have a few questions - Proficy Machine Edition 8.5, PDF
files, Ge - IT, Help Desk This link points to a product management

answer, now if you see that answer you will understand the answer.
I would say it is your fault that you have received this answer which

can be found on this question. Q: Issue with fetch data, getting
output as "Array is an abstract operation" I am trying to fetch details

in a table in a PHP file by passing the values to fetch function.
However, when i do a axtDebug(), its showing the array is an
abstract operation. This is the fetch function: public function

fetchDisplay($articleId,$article) {
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